
 

Where the Poppies now grow by Daisy 

Growing up with best friends Ben and Ray was a very joyful time. 

We used to play lots of different games together but our favourite 

game to play was soldiers. We would get extremely muddy digging 

in huge, long trenches to play our army games in. I would sit in 

Ben’s pocket which was as snuggly as a nice warm bed because the 

trenches were as cold as ice some days and my tiny feet didn’t like 

that. 

I was alarmed because a war had broken out and the boys had to 

join the army to help fight the enemies. This was a tough job for 

Ben and Ray, I was terrified for them and didn’t want them to go 

alone so I decided to go with them. 

I was so scared! We were hiding in muddy squelch cold trenches 

with explosions happening all around us. The bangs were as loud as 

fireworks but everyone was being so courageous. 

One dark, foggy night something terrible happened. Ben got hurt. I 

was really worried about him. I felt extremely emotional that my 

friend had got badly injured. But Ray came to rescue us, what a 

hero! He picked up Ben and put him on his shoulders, he must 

have been as strong as a lion. He carried us to the doctors. 

I felt relieved that Ben was okay but angry that he had got hurt. I 

was very thankful to Ray for saving him. One afternoon Ray made 

Ben a nice warm cup of tea which we thought was caring and 

helpful. They both smiled at each other. However I was sat on Ben’s 

bed and couldn’t help feeing nervous as the men outside were still 

fighting the war. 

 

  



 

Where the Poppies now grow by Hattie 

When I was young I met Ben and Ray. We had fun playing. We 

dug a trench pretending that it was the war but the clouds were 

coming closer. I was a bit scared but one day they had to sign up 

for the war so I came as well.  

I was as scared as a baby crying. I was scared because there were 

bombs and bullets flying everywhere. I hid in the trenches. It was 

scary. There were lots of people and rats and mice everywhere. 

People were attaching everywhere. The trenches had maggots and it 

was disgusting but then Ray went missing.  

Ben went and found him lying on the wet and muddy battlefield. 

Ray came and picked up and brought him to a room and bandaged 

his head. I felt scared for Ben if he was okay but at last I found 

out I lost a leg. Where the war was there are now poppies growing. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

Where the Poppies now grow by Tamzin 

When we were young, Ben, Ray and I grew up as very close friends. 

Ben was my best friend, he looked after me and let me play with 

him and Ray everyday. I loved playing with the boys because they 

didn’t care I was a tiny mouse. Ben looked after me as if I was 

his living brother.  

We used to play soldiers and dig trenches. Ben and ray would run 

up and down them all day while I got tired very quickly. I was still 

delighted to be a part of the fun and games.   

One day the boys had to sign up for the army after a war broke 

out. I was so terrified that I would never see my friends again that 

I just had to go with them. They were so courageous. I was very 

proud of them.   

The trenches were deep and cold. I could tell Ben and Ray were 

scared, but the kept each other going even in the darkest of time. 

Being at war was horrific, but again, Ben and Ray’s brave spirit 

shone through like a shining star.  

Disaster struck when Ben fell in the line of duty. He laid cold and 

helpless in the black of night. Now he was more scared and a lone 

then he had ever been before. I felt powerless and helpless to help 

him, I'm only a mouse after all.   

Luckily Ray had found us. He pulled Ben to safety and I was as 

happy as a kid at Christmas to see my two friends reunited. Ray 

cared for Ben and soon we were as warm and toasty as a 

marshmallow on a campfire. A marshmallow sounds good right now.   

 

  



 

Where the poppies now grow by Ollie 

When we were young, I saw Ben and Ray playing together with joy. 

It was fun for all of us because Ben let me play too. Every single 

day that we got to play outside was full of laughter. I, Ben and 

Ray had fun playing in the fields.  

We used to play soldiers in the trenches that we made together. It 

was fun helping each other. Ben and Ray loved playing soldiers. I 

think that Ben and Ray felt happy and delighted. Ben was as 

happy as me.  

One day the boys had to join the army because there was a war in 

France. I felt scared and frightened. I could see that Ben and Ray 

were nervous too but they put on a brave face as we marched away.  

The trenches were as muddy as a pig pen so we spent our days 

smelly and filthy. Fighting in the trenches was dark and 

dangerous.  I was frightened and anxious because the enemy kept 

attacking us. I’ve never been so terrified in all my life.  

Disaster struck when on an early evening raid Ben was shot by the 

enemy. We were left alone on the battlefield. I felt horror and 

despair but then I saw Ray coming to save us even though the 

enemy were still attacking us. Ray was courageous and strong and 

he carried Ben back to the aerodrome. I was worried and scared 

that he wouldn’t wake up.   

Suddenly Ben woke up and gave me a wink. I was so thrilled and 

relieved to see that Ben was going to be ok. Ray is the best friend 

in the world. 

 

 

  



 

Where the poppies now grow by Annie 

When we were young, we had lovely times together.  We were always 

together. Also, I loved playing with the dog. We were as happy as 

kittens with lots of toys. Ben always let me sleep in his pocket, it 

was so comfy. I also slept in his hat. Ben and Ray stroked me 

when I was asleep and they said my fur was a soft as a teddy 

bear.   

We used to play pretend soldiers and we built trenches together. It 

was so fun, and I met new friends in the dry mud who were white 

mice like me. I also met sheep in the field. We played hide and 

seek in the poppy's; it was so fun. But there was a storm coming...  

As the boys got older, a war began and one day the boys had to 

join the army. I was so scared because Ben or Ray could get shot 

or killed. I was worried so I made sure I was with them when they 

went to war. I hid in Bens hand and Ben and Ray knew I was 

there. I was cold and scared but I was determined to stay with my 

friends.  

The trenches were all soggy and noises of gun fire were so loud, I 

was frightened. It was as dark as a winter’s night...I wanted to just 

stop the war. My happiness was starting to fade away and I could 

see Ben and Ray were missing home.  

My worst fears came true when disaster struck and Ben was shot. 

He was lying on the floor, injured and hurt. I crawled over to 

comfort him and fell asleep in his hand.   

Luckily Ray saw Ben and picked him up. He carried Ben and I 

across the fields and through the trenches, whilst the bombs 

exploded around us and the bullet whizzed past our heads. Ray 

risked his life to rescue his best friend Ben, to bring him to the 

nurse who treated his leg and saved his life.  Soon after the war 

was over and we could all go home. Ben lost his leg so lived the 

rest of his life in a wheelchair, but we are all still best friend 

forever.     

 

 



 

Where the poppies now grow by Fraser 

Growing up with Ben and Ray was really fun. We played together, I 

loved being Ben’s pet! I was delighted because the trench that Ben 

and Ray were building looked really good. The trench was as rocky 

as the side of a cliff!   

A few days later, when I woke up, the trench was almost finished. 

I was so overjoyed! The trench was as deep as a whirlpool. When we 

were playing soldiers in it, it was as tough as the war! It was really 

fun playing soldiers, but then one day Ray and Ben were forced to 

join the army and go to war for real.  

I stared in horror as they marched off. I followed them. We went 

far away from the field, where the poppies now grow. I felt really 

sad and I was staring at the ground in despair. Then I felt myself 

get picked up, it was Ben. He carried me for the rest of the 

journey. It was the worst day ever.   

The trench was deeper than any trench I had seen before. It was 

noisy and smelly in the trenches, so I decided to climb up on the 

gate. I looked down on Ben like a bird. I was terrified. Ben fought 

and fought in the trenches.  

Ben and Ray were split up, and then Ben got badly hurt, left to 

die in the cold and dirt. I felt so sad and helpless. I climbed into 

Ben’s hand, if he was going to die, I was going to die with him. 

Suddenly, Ray appeared! I was so pleased to see him. I felt so 

relieved that Ray had come to save us.   

Ben had to go to the hospital, where his leg had to be cut off 

because it was badly injured. I was sitting on the table looking at 

Ben, I was so relieved that he was alive.   

Many years later, Ray was still with Ben and Ben had found lots 

of mice, so I had lots of friends. Ben had a wooden leg and he 

and Ray were really old by now. We were still having lots of fun, 

even though there weren’t any trenches to play in anymore!   

 

 



 

 

Where the poppies now grow by Ted 

When we were young and growing up together, the three of us had 

lots of fun. We did everything together, just like The Three 

Musketeers.    

We used to play at being brave soldiers, it was the best and made 

us all feel happy. We enjoyed being strong and fearless.  

One day the boys had to join the army. We were all upset and I 

was worried that Ben and Ray might get hurt, so I decided to go 

with them. We all had to be brave and courageous.    

The trenches were loud, scary and as dark as a winter’s night. We 

were all scared. Ben and Ray got cold and wet. I was lucky to be 

in a cosy pocket.  

Disaster struck when Ray got into trouble. Ben had to rescue him. 

We were all frightened.   

Luckily Ray wasn’t hurt too badly but he was covered from head to 

toe in mud and looked like a swamp monster.    

 

 

  



 

Where the poppies now grow by Grace 

When we were young Ben and Ray were best friends. We pretended 

to be to be soldiers and tried to escape from each other as well as 

other pretend enemies. We dug giant trenches it was enjoyable but 

we got extremely messy and muddy. I think it was very kind of Ben 

to keep me in his pocket at all times.  

Time went by so fast and soon Ben and Ray were nearly fully 

grown. Ben and Ray joined the army and it got very tense because 

they were going to war. It was hard for all of us and no one was 

excited we were frightened especially me. I was afraid they’d get 

hurt. I could tell that they were feeling the same nervous feeling 

too. I really didn’t want to get shot. Everywhere the sky looked 

angry. We were wet and cold and feeling distressed. We were all 

hiding in the trenches because none of us wanted to get shot. It 

was a really scary time I felt like I wanted to go home.  

All of a sudden we had not seen Ben, Ray and me searched for 

him, finally we found him laying on the ground he looked hurt. I 

squeaked to Ben “are you ok Ben?” He was lying down and didn’t 

say anything. It was really hard to concentrate because I was too 

overwhelmed. Ray picked up Ben on his shoulders he looked very 

heavy, Ray to the rescue! We got Ben to a nurse he cleaned his 

wounds with a wet cloth, bandaged him up and gave him a nice 

warm hot chocolate. I couldn’t take it with Ben being hurt any 

more and kept on saying to my self “it will be ok”. Ben held me in 

his hand, I felt reassured so I knew he was ok. Ben was hurt but 

knew he would survive. 

  



 

Where the poppies now grow by Emma 

When we were young, we played happily in the field where the 

poppies now grow. The poppies were red and black and beautiful 

and smelled joyful.   

They used to play soldiers on the field and used to sit in the 

trench they had dug and used sticks for guns and I would sit on a 

little chair and watch the boys play.  The weather was dry but dark 

clouds were in the sky next to the field so I thought it was going to 

rain soon.   

One day the boys had to go to the big war and fight. They decided 

they had to go and fight for good even though they were sad and 

scared and worried.   

When they got to the front line, they saw trenches like they had in 

the field but much bigger. The trenches were dark with strong walls 

and were crowded and smelly. The ground was damp from all the 

rain and very muddy. I was sat in Bens pocket and I was scared 

because it was really loud. I tried to make myself small and hide 

in the bottom of his pocket where it was warm and safe.   

Disaster struck one day when Ben got hit by a gun and fell in the 

cold dirt. I was petrified and ran to get Ray to help him. Ray 

noticed my tiny paw waving and he followed me to Ben and gasped 

at his best friend on the floor. Ray was worried Ben might be dead 

and this made him feel very upset.   

Luckily Ray saved him by ducking down from the shooting guns and 

bravely picked Ben up to carry him back to the trench. Ray yelled 

for help and he was so happy to see Ben was still alive. I sat in 

Ben’s hand feeling relived but I wanted to go home.   

  



 

Where the poppies now grow by Edith 

When we were young me, Ben and Ray would play soldiers in the 

field where the poppies which are as red as blood, now grow.  The 

boys dug trenches and we used to play in them, hiding from each 

other.  I always won hide and seek because I am so microscopic 

that the boys couldn’t find me.  In one of the rounds it took them 

3 hours to find me.  I was tucked away in Ben’s hat all along and 

I surprised them at dinnertime.  When I jumped out Ben spilt his 

spaghetti everywhere, our mum was very cross!  

One day the boys had to join the army. I was very scared because 

I didn’t know if they were ever going to come home and I would 

miss them.  So, I decided to go with them and crept into Ben’s 

pocket.  I met lots of French mice who were also terrified.  The 

bangs and sound of guns were as loud as thunder and I was very 

scared that it would break my eardrums.  

Disaster struck when Ray found Ben on the muddy ground, hurt. 

He’d been hit by a mine and lost his leg and was unconscious.  

Luckily Ray found Ben and he carried him, with his bottom in the 

air, to the Military hospital.  Ben was very comfortable in his 

hospital bed and I was extremely pleased as I snuggled into his 

pillowcase which was as white and soft as snowflakes. 

  



 

Where the poppies now grow by Ellis 

When we were young me, Ben and Ray used to play out in the field 

where the charming poppies now grow. I used to love playing with 

them, we had so much fun. Ben and Ray used to play being 

pretend soldiers.   

We played in the trenches for hours and hours digging trenches 

and running up and down until we get too tired to do anything 

else. We used to pretend to hide from the enemies and each other. 

To me the trench was as large as the world.  

One day something extremely horrifying happened. Ben and Ray 

had to sign up to join the army as a war began. I was very anxious 

for Ben and Ray’s safety because I wasn’t sure if they would come 

home again, as it is a very dangerous place to be. I was super 

proud of the boys for being extremely brave. I decided to go with 

them because I would miss them terribly. The day we left it was 

raining so hard Ben kept me dry and warm in his coat, it was as 

warm as toast.  

The trenches were horrendous. Me, Ben, and Ray were very scared 

and anxious, as we were fighting in an extremely dangerous place 

with GUNS!!! The guns were so loud they made my ears hurt. We 

lost Ben in all the drama of people fighting.  

Me and Ray were incredibly sad because we found Ben injured and 

lying on the floor in the mud, it was so cold and dark! Ben was as 

cold as ice and shivering. Ray being so muscular lifted Ben of the 

floor and on to his shoulders to safety.  

Luckily, Ben wasn’t as badly injured as we first thought, we were so 

relieved Ben was safe. Ray really looked after Ben until he was 

well again.   

 

   

 

  



 

Where the poppies now grow by Posy 

When I was a young mouse I had two best friends and they were 

called Ben and Ray. We had so much fun playing together. 

Every day we’d play pretend soldiers, we spent hours diffing 

trenches and playing in them. The mud made us as black as the 

winter night. 

One day the boys had to go to train for war. I was so worried I 

wouldn’t see my friends again, I decided to go too. I was as wet as 

a soggy towel. 

I was so scared when we went to war. Everywhere was dark and 

barren and stark. I was worried for my friends. The trenches were 

dark and scary. 

All of a sudden my friend Ben got hit and badly injured so Ray 

risked his life to save Ben’s. He carried Ben over his shoulder and 

I sat in Ben’s hand. 

Ray took care of Ben. He healed his wound and bandaged it. Ben 

was hurt but got better. I was so relieved. 

  



 

Where the Poppies now grow by Tinuke 

When Ben and Ray were young they used to play where the poppies 

now grow. When they used to play in the field I was watching Ben 

and Ray from Ray’s pocket. 

When we were young I was happy in the pocket because I was 

happy to see Ben and Ray playing because they looked after me. 

One day the boys had to get ready for the war and I was going to 

the war with Ben and Ray because I thought I could do it but I 

felt nervous because if they weren’t careful they would get shot by 

the enemy. 

A man was left to die in the cold wind. A poor man to be left in 

the cold like an ice cube. 

Luckily Ray helped the man as helpful as a hero. I was proud. 

 

  



 

Where the Poppies now grow by Ava 

When we were young Ben and Ray were really kind to me and we 

played every day in the light blue, wavy sky. Every day we played 

like we were in the war. It was so much fun. We would dig mud as 

fast as a cheetah. We would make bridges so that I felt like I was 

in the sky on a tall bridge but I was actually on a ladder.  

When Ben and Ray joined the army, I could tell Ben and Ray were 

terrified by their faces because they were far from home. I was sad 

because they could get killed.   

The trenches were muddy, hard as a plate and as cold as the 

North pole. I was scared as it was dark. There were puddles in the 

trenches that were as soggy as a wet flannel. I was nice and warm 

in Ben's pocket.  

It was as dark as winters night when suddenly disaster struck when 

Ben got hurt. His leg got shot off by a gun. I was worried that Ben 

was going to die.  

Luckily Ray saved Ben by the skin of his teeth. I felt joyful as Ray 

helped Ben by picking him up and running as fast as a rocket out 

of the battlefield.   

Ray is a brave and bold soldier to Ben. When Ben woke up, he was 

laying on a mattress and Ben asked “where am I?” 

  



 

Where the Poppies now grow by Johnny 

When we were young we used to play army men. Ben, Ray and I 

would pretend to be soldiers, our laughs were as loud as thunder! 

They were happy times.  

One day the boys had to sign up to the army. I would be terrified 

at the thought of them getting hurt so I decided to go with them. 

The boys were so brave I was very proud. The trenches were very 

muddy and cold as snow. I was so scared and worried. 

One day disaster struck when Ben was injured in battle and was 

left to die after losing his leg! Luckily Ray saved him and took him 

to safety. They were both so courageous. 

  



 

Where the Poppies now grow by Shaiza 

When we were young, we used to play in the trenches. I was really 

happy that I was a part of their family but one day the boys had 

to join the army. I felt really scared and worried because Ben and 

Ray could get injured.  

Then a while later they had to fight in the trenches that made me 

even more scared because they could die and no one could save 

them even I couldn’t because I am was small to save them but I 

would try my best to save them.  

Then a disaster struck Ben was left all alone in the dirt and cold 

to die I felt really scared because I thought no one would be able 

to save him. Luckily Ray the life saver saved Ben. I felt really 

proud of Ray that he saved my friend Ben. I will never be able to 

thank him for what he did. 

I have so many memories with Ben and Ray. Me and Ben were 

friends, usually I would sleep in his pocket his pocket was as soft 

as a cotton wool. I felt really comfy and cosy in there and with 

Ray that he saved my best friend ever and helped Ray recover. 

  



 

Mouse goes to war by Max 

When we were young we were always happy. I sat in Ben’s pocket so 

he could play soldiers with Ray in the delightful garden. 

I watched the boys dig and they were muddy and smiling. One day 

war had started, me, Ben and Ray were terrified and afraid 

because we had to fight and so I hid in Ben’s pocket. 

The trenches were dark like a cave. All of a sudden a big bang 

went off like a firework! 

I fell out of Ben’s warm pocket into a cold puddle, I felt soggy like 

a teabag. 

Ben was hurt! Luckily Ray came to the rescue, he was brave like a 

superhero! He picked me and Ben up and carried us to safety. 

I am proud of Ben and Ray, they are so courageous to fight in the 

war. I am glad it is over and we can be safe again. 

 

  



 

Where the Poppies now grow by Harley 

When we were young we played in the trenches and pretended to 

have rifles. We were as happy as the sun whilst we were playing. 

One day the boys had to go to war, I felt confident that Ben knew 

what he was going because we had played in the trenches. 

The trenches were cold and like we were in mouse poo, but we felt 

scared for our lives as the bomb dropped and our hearts stopped in 

our mouths. The silence after was deafening. I didn’t dare make a 

squeak. 

Disaster struck when a lot of bullets whistled through the air like 

rockets towards Ben, we were stranded like prisoners, at war in the 

cold trenches. The bullet sliced through Ben like a bulldozer. I felt 

empty, but found comfort with the rats surrounding me. 

 

  



 

Where the Poppies now grow by Charlie 

I loved growing up with Ben and Ray because they took good care 

of me. It was fun playing together in the farm. 

We used to play in the trenches pretending to be soldiers in the 

army. We were hiding from the enemies and each other. I felt 

happy. 

When joined the army. I felt terrified of the guns and the noises 

they made. I was proud of Ben and Ray because they were so 

brave. 

When we were in the war the guns were so noisy. The trenches were 

wet and stinky. It was frightening in the war! 

Ben got shot! He was left to die on the cold and the dirt, injured 

and hurt. On the battle field alone there was no one to help. 

Luckily Ray helped Ben. He picked up Ben and carried him with 

me in one hand. Ray was brave. Ben was lying down on a bed. I 

was confused a bit and I was scared of what would happen. Ben 

lost his leg. 

 

  



 

Where the Poppies now grow by Rudy 

I really liked playing with Ben and Ray because we played army 

games and I was the commander. 

We used to play army games. We build trenches and we had 

pretend guns and bombs. 

One day the boys had to go to the army. I was very nervous so 

were Ben and Ray. 

The trenches were really hard. They were made out of stone and 

mud. 

Disaster struck when Ray found Ben dying on the battle ground. I 

was very sad. 

Ray carried Ben to the place where someone took care of him. 

Luckily Ben was alright. I was very happy and so was Ray. 

  



 

Where the Poppies now grow by Scarlett 

I loved growing up with Ben and Ray, they were the best because 

we always built trenches. We had so much fun and never gave up. 

We jumped all over the trenches, it was the best until they joined 

the war so I went with them.  

I hid in Ray’s pocket as we went off to war. All of the loud noises 

were so terrifying. I snuggled down more and more in Ray’s pocket. 

I pepped out of his pocket from time to time because it got a bit 

hot in there. 

One horrible day we heard a loud bang and a painful scream for 

help. We were frightened. It was Ben! He had been shot and his 

leg was badly injured. Luckily, Ray and I were close by. We ran to 

rescue Ben. Ray bravely carried Ben back to the safety of our 

trenches and we looked after Ben. We bandaged his bruises and 

cuts. We were tired, hungry and covered in mud but at least we 

were safe for now. 


